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download the plugin from here. What is Swarm? The Swarm concept is based on the active participation of different
organizations in a defined project, which aims for the improvement of the given city or neighborhood. The work team will
coordinate all approaches and ideas from a wide range of participants in order to make the project successful. This all happens
in an agile iterative way and the creative process of the individual SwArms people becomes an organic process. We call this
concept the social swarm, or the iterative swarm. Learning about the concept of the Social Swarm is both interesting, because it
shows the relationship between people from many different fields, but also very practical, because it gives participants a good
overview of what a real real city improvement project is about. To learn more about the SwArms concept and what it can offer
you as a participant, please read the following material or watch the video above. Schedule The application process for the
SWArms of Brabant applications is open until November 1st 2014. Please sign-up for the list in order to apply for the
application. Invitation for Participation The ESI will send the final selection shortlist of potential applicants by email to the
external leads. Please note that the selection will not be made available online. The final list will only be accessible to the
administrative offices in order to support the administrative processes in the selection of the candidates. The SWArms of
Brabant will perform an internal check, which takes only the names into consideration, and which should take up approximately
one week from the time of the email invitation. We do not define the range of the selected candidates, therefore applicants from
all over the world are invited to apply f678ea9f9e
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